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Details of Visit:

Author: Davho
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 8 Aug 2011 12.00pm
Duration of Visit: 30mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07934993272

The Premises:

Discreet side entrance. Meter parking in street nearby. Small flat with just one nedroom and small
lounge. Very basic but clean enough.

The Lady:

Pretty well built girl from Hungary. Nicely proportioned tits and bum, shaved pussy. Very limited
English.

The Story:

I saw Lorys profile and thought she looked quite nice and felt in need of a fuck, the rate was ?40 for
30mins+?20 for OWO. Lory shares this place with 3 other girls from Hungary and they sit in the
lounge in various stages of undress while we were in the bedroom. I quite liked the idea of them
hearing us while they sat around but no offers of a threesome though. Once in the room we both
undressed and started some pleaseant kissing and cuddling followed by sucking on those rather
nice tits before going down on her sweet and very sensitive pussy resulting in a trembling orgasm
for her. She then got me to kneel on the bed before she got down and started sucking my cock.
Well this was simply the best deep throat I've ever experienced, deep, slow and wet. No chance of
fucking her I just exploded into her mouth anmd she lapped it up swallowed and licked my cock
clean before continuing to suck and lick the shaft, brilliant. Going back for more, see if I can last out
and also fuck her. I think this place runs a rota of European girls because Lory is going back in a
couple of weeks time. 
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